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ABSTRACT

5-Methyl-cytosine (5mC) is one of the most impor-
tant DNA modifications and plays versatile biologi-
cal roles. It is well known that 5mC stabilizes DNA
duplexes. However, it remains unclear how 5mC af-
fects the kinetics of DNA melting and hybridization.
Here, we studied the kinetics of unzipping and rezip-
ping using a 502-bp DNA hairpin by single-molecule
magnetic tweezers. Under constant loading rates,
5mC increases the unzipping force but counterintu-
itively decreases the rezipping force at various salt
and temperature conditions. Under constant forces,
the non-methylated DNA hops between metastable
states during unzipping and rezipping, which implies
low energy barriers. Surprisingly, the 5mC DNA can’t
rezip after fully unzipping unless much lower forces
are applied, where it rezips stochastically in a one-
step manner, which implies 5mC kinetically hinders
DNA hybridization and high energy barriers in DNA
hybridization. All-atom molecular dynamics simula-
tions reveal that the 5mC kinetically hinders DNA hy-
bridization due to steric effects rather than electro-
static effects caused by the additional methyl groups
of cytosines. Considering the possible high speed
of DNA unzipping and zipping during replication and
transcription, our findings provide new insights into
the biological roles of 5mC.

INTRODUCTION

Methylation is the most important modification of DNA
and one of the most important epigenetic mechanisms gov-
erning fundamental cellular processes across species (1,2).
In bacteria, 5-methyl-cytosine (5mC), N-4-methyl-cytosine
(4mC) and N-6-methyl-adenine (6mA) occur at specific tar-
gets, which play critical roles in modulating DNA-protein
interactions, chromosome replication, DNA mismatch re-
pair, gene transcription and formation of epigenetic pheno-
types (2). In eukaryotes, 5mC is the most frequent DNA
methylation. In plants, 5mC often occurs at CpG dinu-
cleotides as well as CHG and CHH elements (where H = A,
T or C). In mammals including humans, most 5mC oc-
curs at CpG sites and a new 5mC is established by transfer-
ring the methyl group (CH3) to cytosine by DNA methyl-
transferases DNMT3A and DNMT3B (3). The 5mC can
be erased through an active demethylation pathway in-
volving three sequential steps of the oxidation of 5mC
to 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC), to 5-formylcytosine
(5fC) and then to 5-carboxylcytosine (5caC) by TETs en-
zymes, followed by base excision and base excision repair
to convert the abasic site back to non-methylated cytosines
(4).

Single-molecule techniques have been widely used to ex-
plore the effects of 5mC on various aspects of DNA. Be-
sides the traditional bisulfite sequencing to map 5mC, the
polymerase kinetics (5) and nanopore (6,7) have been used
to directly detect 5mC besides sequencing DNA at the
single-molecule level. Single-molecule manipulation and
fluorescence experiments have showed that CpG methyla-
tion increased the stability of nucleosomes (8–11) and the
tighter wrapping of DNA might hinder the accessibility of
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transcription-related proteins such as RNA polymerase II
(12). Single-molecule fluorescence experiments and molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulations revealed that the addi-
tional CH3 on cytosines could relocate the high-valent
cations from major grooves of DNA to interhelical re-
gions, thereby increasing DNA–DNA attraction (13,14). By
equilibrium measurements using magnetic tweezers (MT),
we revealed that 5mC promoted high-valent-cation-induced
DNA condensation through enhancing DNA–DNA attrac-
tion (15). The effects of 5mC on the bendability of DNA
have been widely studied by single-molecule techniques for
years but are still unclear. Recently, Zaichuk et. al mea-
sured the force–extension curves of a ∼6000-bp DNA us-
ing MT experiments and reported that 5mC increased the
overall bendability of the long DNA (16). Yeou et al. ap-
plied bending force on a 30-bp short DNA using a D-shaped
nanostructure in single-molecule fluorescence experiments
and found a profound mechanism that the location of 5mC
and the bending force determined the local bendability of
DNA through affected the formation of kinks, which might
contribute to the stability of the nucleosome structure (17).
These two important recent works imply that how 5mC af-
fects the bendability of DNA is still a complicated problem.

Melting is one of the most important processes of double-
stranded DNA (dsDNA) that occurs during replication and
transcription. It is well known that 5mC generally stabi-
lizes dsDNA in heat-induced melting experiments indicated
by the increase in melting temperature of dsDNA (18–20).
Thus, methylation-sensitive high-resolution melting mea-
surement has been widely used to assess the level of 5mC
of DNA collected from cells (21). In vivo, 5mC can reduce
the speed to separate the two strands in dsDNA by helicase
and polymerase (19). Besides heat and molecule motors, ds-
DNA can also be ruptured by force. Single-molecule manip-
ulation experiments have revealed that 5mC stabilized ds-
DNA in force-induced melting experiments indicated by the
increase of shearing peeling force of short dsDNA (22,23).

Despite extensive studies on how 5mC affects the stabil-
ity of dsDNA, the effects of 5mC on the kinetics of DNA
melting and hybridization as well as the mechanisms are still
unclear. Single-molecule manipulation techniques, such as
MT and optical tweezers have been widely used to obtain
the time-courses during unzipping and rezipping of long
DNA hairpins near the equilibrium, which exhibited mul-
tiple intermediate states due to the sequence-depended en-
ergy barriers (24–29). In this work, we aim to characterize
the effects of 5mC on the kinetics of DNA melting and hy-
bridization using MT experiments. Then, we will perform
all-atomic MD simulations to reveal the molecular mecha-
nisms of the effects of 5mC.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Magnetic tweezers

We have used our home-built MT to study the elasticities of
DNA and RNA and described the MT in our recent works
(15,30–32). As shown in Supplementary Figure S1, we built
the MT using an inverted microscope (IX73, Olympus)
equipped with a 100× oil immersion objective (PlanSAPO
NA1.3, Olympus), on top of which a flow cell was placed.
We controlled the vertical position of the objective by a

Piezo objective scanner (P-721, Physik Instrumente). We
fixed a pair of vertically aligned neodymium magnets (5 mm
cubes) separated by a 1 mm gap in a holder to attract the
paramagnetic beads and exert constant forces on the DNA.
We used the L-509 motor (Physik Instrumente) to control
the vertical position of the magnets to control the stretching
force on the DNA. We illuminated the field of view with a
red collimated LED-light source through the magnets gap.
We imaged the beads using a CCD camera at 100 frames per
second (MER2-230-168U3M, Daheng Imaging) and cal-
culated the three-dimension positions of the beads follow-
ing the previously proposed algorithm (33). We settled the
MT in an ultra-clean room with a constant temperature of
22◦C and used Bioptechs Objective Heater System to wrap
around the oil objective to control the temperature in the
flow cell.

Flow cell

We cleaned both the larger (24 × 72 mm) and smaller
(24 × 50 mm) cover slides with piranha solution in
a staining jar, functionalized the larger slides with 3-
aminopropylsilane (ATPES, Sigma-Aldrich), and assem-
bled each flow cell with a larger slide, a smaller slide and
double-side taps (Supplementary Figure S1). We used a sy-
ringe (needle inner diameter of 2 mm) to draw the inlet
and outlet of the flow cell with room temperature vulcan-
ized silicone rubber (KE445, Shinetsu). After the rubber
dried, we attached polystyrene microbeads (3 �m in diam-
eter, Spherotech) to the internal surface of the flow cell by
nonspecific adsorption and used the polystyrene beads as
reference beads to remove the drift during long-time MT
measurements.

One day before each MT experiment, we coated the
APTES-functionalized slide with sulfo-SMCC (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) in the flow cell, anchored the thiol end
of DNA to the slide and passivated the surfaces overnight
using 1% bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich) and 1
mM dithiothreitol (Sigma-Aldrich) in phosphate-buffered
saline. Then, we attached a streptavidin-coated paramag-
netic bead (2.8 �m in diameter, Dynabeads M-270) to the
biotin end of the DNA. To increase the precision of force,
we determined the relationship between the position of the
magnets and the magnetic force exerted on DNA for each
bead as we previously described (34). We performed all MT
measurements at 1 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5 supplemented
with various concentrations of NaCl and MgCl2.

DNA hairpin sample

We prepared the DNA hairpin sample containing a TTTT
loop and a 502-bp stem. By PCR, we prepared the 5mC
DNA (all cytosines were methylated) using 5-methyl-dCTP
(New England Biolabs) and prepared the non-Me DNA
(none cytosines were methylated) using dCTP supple-
mented with dATP, dTTP and dGTP. As shown in Figure
1A, we amplified four DNA segments by PCR (step i), di-
gested them with BsaI-HF (New England Biolabs) to gener-
ate 4-nt stick ends (step ii) and ligated them together using
T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs, step iii). Then, we
used Terminal transferase (New England Biolabs) to trans-
fer biotin-11-dUTP (Roche) to the 3’ ends of the DNA (step
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Figure 1. Methods of MT experiments and MD simulations. (A) Preparation of the 502-bp DNA hairpin sample for MT experiments. (B, C) Measurement
of unzipping force, rezipping force and hysteresis in an unzipping-rezipping cycle. This representative measurement was performed at 150 mM NaCl and
22◦C using 5mC DNA. The DNA hairpin was stretched through a force-cycle containing a force-increasing scan and a force-decreasing scan, during
which the extension in DNA was recorded in panel B. The determined unzipping force (upward arrow), rezipping force (downward arrow), and hysteresis
(shadowed area) were donated in panel C. (D) Illustration for Watson–Crick C–G and 5mC–G base pairs in MD simulations. The atom pairs in red circles
were used to calculate the average H-bond distance between H and O (or N) atom pairs in the analyses. (E) The initial unfolded structure and the final
folded structure in the MD simulations. The 16 nucleotides were numbered (orange). The shadowed segment indicated the three fixed base pairs. The T–T
mismatch was underlined. Three were two cytosines (number 5 and 10, olive) initially at the unfolded state.

iv). We anchored the dsDNA for the MT experiment and
peeled off the untethered single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)
strand in the dsDNA at 100 mM NaOH and 40 pN (steps
v-vi). Because DNA segments 2 and 3 contained comple-
mentary sequences, the long DNA hairpin rezipped at 8 pN
when we changed the buffer into 1 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5
and 150 mM NaCl (step vii). Please find the step-by-step
protocols to prepare the DNA hairpin sample and the se-
quences of oligos used in Sec1 of the supplementary data.

Measurements of unzipping force, rezipping force and hys-
teresis

We illustrated the method we determined unzipping force,
rezipping force and hysteresis in unzipping-rezipping cycles
in a representative experiment using 5mC DNA at 150 mM
NaCl and 22◦C (Figure 1B, C). As shown in Figure 1B,
we stretched the DNA hairpin through a force-cycle con-
taining a force-increasing scan (0.5 pN/s) through a set of
constant forces where the hairpin unzipped, followed by a
force-decreasing scan (-0.5 pN/s) through the same set of
constant forces where the hairpin rezipped. At each con-
stant force, we held the DNA for one second during which
we calculated the average in the extension of DNA. As
shown in Figure 1C, each force-cycle yielded an unzipping
force–extension curve (filled squares) and a rezipping force–
extension curve (empty squares). We determined the unzip-
ping force to be the lowest force where an abrupt increase in

extension occurred in the unzipping force–extension curve
(upward arrow). Similarly, we determined the rezipping
force to be the highest force where an abrupt decrease in
extension occurred in the rezipping force–extension curve
(downward arrow). We calculated the level of hysteresis to
be the area between the unzipping and rezipping force–
extension curves to evaluate the speed of DNA unzipping
and rezipping (shadowed area). For each molecule at each
salt and temperature condition, we repeated the force-cycles
three times and used at least four independent molecules to
obtain the averages and standard deviations of the unzip-
ping force, rezipping force and hysteresis.

All-atom MD simulations

To understand the effects of 5mC on the kinetics of DNA
hybridization, we performed all-atom MD simulations for
a DNA duplex with and without 5mC (Figure 1D). We
used an 8-bp dsDNA with the sequence of 5′-CGCTCAGT-
3′/5′-ACTGTGCG-3′ containing a T–T mismatch (under-
lined). To reduce the conformational space, we permanently
fixed the first three base pairs CGC/GCG in the base-
paired state while initially setting the last four base pairs
CAGT/ACTG in the unfolded state (Figure 1E). We ar-
ranged a T–T mismatch to avoid the possible influence of
the three fixed base pairs on the hybridization of the last
four base pairs. Note that the last four bases for hybridiza-
tion cover all four kinds of nucleobases.
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We obtained the initial unfolded state for the hybridiza-
tion as follows. Firstly, we built a B-form DNA by the
nucleic acid builder (NAB) (35), Afterward, two constant
forces of 50 pN in two opposite directions were applied to
phosphate groups in T and A at the end of dsDNA while
fixing the first three CG base pairs in the steered MD simu-
lation. Ultimately, we randomly selected an unfolded state
with the last four base pairs completely dissociated (Figure
1E). For 5mC DNA, we replaced a hydrogen atom on the
C5 atom of each cytosine with CH3 (Figure 1D).

Starting from the initial unfolded structures of the non-
Me DNA and 5mC DNA, we performed the MD simula-
tions using the Gromacs 4.6 software package (36) with a
recently refined AMBER ff99bsc1 force field (35,37) and
TIP3P water model (38). The charges for the methylated
cytosines were obtained from the restrained electrostatic
potentials method (RESP) for the QM calculations with
the Gaussian09 simulation package by Carvalho et al.
(39) following the conventional AMBER charge derivation
methodology (40). In each simulation, we placed the DNA
and water molecules in a cubic box of size 10 × 10 × 10 nm3.
We added 104 Na+ and 90 Cl− ions with the model from
Joung and Cheatham to ensure the bulk salt of 150 mM
NaCl (41–44), and we added 66 Mg2+, 92 Na+ and 210 Cl−
with the Åquist model for Mg2+ based on our previously
proposed method to ensure another typical bulk salt of 150
mM NaCl and 100 mM Mg2+ (30,32,42). We employed pe-
riodic boundary conditions along with the particle mesh
Ewald (PME) summation method for the Coulomb interac-
tions (45) and used a smooth cut-off of 10 Å for the van der
Waals energy. We used an integration step of 2 fs in conjunc-
tion with the leap-frog algorithm (46). The systems were
energy minimized for 5000 steps, and then were heated to
298 K and equilibrated with the Nosé–Hoover temperature
coupling until 0.1 ns under isothermal-isochoric ensemble
(NVT) conditions (47). Afterward, we conducted the 0.1 ns
equilibrations under isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT)
conditions with Parrinello-Rahman pressure coupling (48).
In NVT and NPT simulations, we restrained the nucleic
acids by a harmonic potential with a force constant of 1000
kJ/mol·nm−2. Finally, we continued five independent MD
simulations for either non-Me DNA or 5mC DNA in the
NPT ensemble (time-step 2 fs, P = 1 atm, T = 298 K). Please
see our previous works for even more details of the MD sim-
ulations (32,49–51).

RESULTS

The effects of 5mC on unzipping-rezipping cycles of long
DNA hairpin at various salt and temperature conditions.

We first studied the effects of 5mC on unzipping-rezipping
cycles at various NaCl concentrations at 22◦C (Figure 2A–
D). At both the low NaCl concentration of 10 mM (Figure
2A) and the high NaCl concentration of 500 mM (Figure
2B), 5mC increased the unzipping force. Counterintuitively,
5mC decreased the rezipping force, which was conflicting
with the known effects that 5mC stabilizes dsDNA. In the
broad range of 10 mM to 500 mM NaCl, 5mC increased
the unzipping force of DNA by ∼2.5 pN but dramatically
decreased the rezipping force by ∼7.0 pN (Figure 2C). The
difference between the rezipping and unzipping forces was

∼0.5 pN for the non-Me DNA but increased to ∼10.2 pN
for the 5mC DNA (Figure 2C). In line with these results,
5mC increased the hysteresis in the unzipping and rezipping
cycles by over 6-fold (Figure 2D). We found the hysteresis
in the unzipping-rezipping cycle decreased with the concen-
tration of NaCl, which could be explained by the effects that
the Na+ cations neutralized the negative charges of ssDNA,
reduced electrostatic repulsion and helped the two strands
of ssDNA come into proximity with each other (52,53).

We fitted the unzipping force, rezipping force and hystere-
sis as linear functions of log([NaCl]/1 M). We found that
5mC had no significant effects on the slopes for the unzip-
ping force (both slopes for non-Me DNA and 5mC DNA
were ∼4.7 pN) and slight effects on the slopes for the rezip-
ping force (∼4.8 pN for non-Me DNA and ∼4.9 for 5mC
DNA). As shown in Figure 2D, the hysteresis decreased
with the increase of log([NaCl]/1 M). The slopes were -62
pN·nm for non-Me DNA and –121 pN·nm for 5mC DNA.

As Mg2+ is a critical divalent ion in cells, we also stud-
ied the effects of 5mC at various MgCl2 concentrations at
a physiological background monosalt concentration of 150
mM NaCl at 22◦C (Figure 2E–H). As shown in the repre-
sentative unzipping-rezipping curves at 2 (Figure 2E) and
100 mM (Figure 2F) MgCl2, 5mC increased the unzipping
force but counterintuitively decreased the rezipping force,
which was similar to the result obtained in NaCl solutions
without MgCl2 (Figure 2A, B). We fitted the unzipping
force, rezipping force and hysteresis as linear functions of
log([MgCl2]/1 M). We found while had minor effects on the
slopes for unzipping force (1.4 pN for non-Me DNA and 1.3
pN for 5mC DNA), 5mC significantly increased the slopes
for rezipping force from 1.4 pN for non-Me DNA to 1.8
pN for 5mC DNA (Figure 2G). As shown in Figure 2H,
the hysteresis decreased relatively faster with the increase
of log([MgCl2]/1 M) for 5mC DNA (slope of -348 pN·nm)
than for non-Me DNA (slope of –49 pN·nm), which im-
plied the effects of 5mC on the hysteresis were weaker at
high MgCl2 concentrations.

Taking advantage of our MT with temperature control,
we also measured the effects of 5mC at various tempera-
tures at 150 mM NaCl (Figure 2I–L). As shown in the rep-
resentative unzipping-rezipping curves at 22◦C (Figure 2I)
and 36◦C (Figure 2J), 5mC increased the unzipping force
but decreased the rezipping force also. We fitted the un-
zipping force, rezipping force and hysteresis as linear func-
tions of temperature (Figure 2K, L). As shown in Figure
2K, while had minor effects on the slopes for unzipping
force (–0.24 pN/◦C for non-Me DNA and –0.23 pN/◦C for
5mC DNA), 5mC remarkably changed the slopes for rezip-
ping force from –0.22 (non-Me DNA) to –0.09 (5mC DNA)
pN/◦C. We found the hysteresis in the unzipping-rezipping
cycle decreased at higher temperatures, which could be ex-
plained by higher thermal energy enabling strands to better
overcome the energy barrier posed by the repulsive electro-
static forces between two negatively charged ssDNA strands
(54). The slopes of hysteresis were –6.9 pN·nm/◦C for non-
Me DNA and –55.2 pN·nm/◦C for 5mC DNA (Figure 2L).

To determine whether the results at 0.5 pN/s shown in
Figure 2A–L were independent of the load rate, we repeated
these measurements using a lower loading rate of 0.2 pN/s
and a higher loading rate of 1 pN/s at various NaCl con-
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Figure 2. The effects of 5mC on the unzipping-rezipping cycle of long DNA hairpin at various NaCl concentrations (A–D), MgCl2 concentrations (E–H)
and temperatures (I–L). (A, B, E, F, I, J) Representative unzipping (filled squares) and rezipping (empty squares) force–extension curves. The determined
unzipping and rezipping forces were marked as upward and downward arrows, respectively. (C, G, K) The effects of 5mC on unzipping (filled squares)
and rezipping (empty squares) forces. The error bars were the standard deviations obtained from four molecules. We fitted the forces as linear functions
of log([NaCl]/1 M), log([MgCl2]/1 M or temperature, respectively. (D, H, L) The effects of 5mC on hysteresis in the unzipping-rezipping cycle. The error
bars were the standard deviations obtained from four molecules. We fitted the hysteresis as linear functions of log([NaCl]/1 M), log([MgCl2]/1 M or
temperature, respectively.

centrations, MgCl2 concentrations and temperatures (Sup-
plementary Figure S2 and S3). We found the effects of 5mC
on unzipping force, rezipping force and hysteresis were con-
sistent with the results at 0.5 pN/s. At the loading rates of
0.2 pN/s and 1 pN/s, 5mC increased the unzipping force
but counterintuitively decreased the rezipping force at each
buffer condition. Also, the level of hysteresis decreased at
higher salt concentrations and higher temperatures.

The effects of 5mC on DNA unzipping and rezipping at con-
stant forces

Previous single-molecule experiments have demonstrated
that the time-courses of DNA unzipping under con-
stant forces showed multiple intermedia states due to
the sequence-dependent energy barriers (24–29). Based on
these works, we studied the effects of 5mC on the time-
courses of DNA unzipping at 150 mM NaCl and 22◦C
under constant forces (Figure 3A, B). As shown in Fig-
ure 3A, after we elevated the applied force from 5.0 pN
to 18.0 pN and held the force at 18.0 pN, the non-Me
DNA unzipped through multiple intermediate metastable
states, which was consistent with previous results (24–29).
Using the 10 nearest-neighbor (NN) base-pair energies ob-

tained in force-induced DNA unzipping experiments by op-
tical tweezers (25), we plotted the free energy landscape
as a function of the location of the unzipping fork near
the equilibrium force (Supplementary Figure S4). When
we plotted the extension histograms from four molecules
together and compared them with the free energy land-
scape, we found the locations of long-lived intermedia
states during unzipping were in line with the local min-
imums in the energy landscape, which verified the inter-
media states were due to the sequence-dependent energy
barriers.

As shown in the enlarged views of Figure 3A, the non-Me
DNA hopped between metastable states both at the begin-
ning and end of DNA unzipping, which implied the DNA
unzipped near the equilibrium. As shown in Figure 3B, after
we elevated the force from 5.0 to 20.0 pN and held it at 20.0
pN (higher than 18.0 pN for non-Me DNA), the 5mC DNA
unzipped through multiple intermediate metastable states
as well. We did not compare the locations of intermediate
states with the free energy landscape because of the lack-
ing of NN base-pair energies for 5mC DNA under force.
As shown in the enlarged views, the 5mC DNA hopped be-
tween metastable states at the beginning of DNA unzipping
but couldn’t rezip after being fully unzipped. We repeated
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Figure 3. The effects of 5mC on the time-courses of DNA unzipping and rezipping at constant forces at 150 mM NaCl and 22◦C. The beginning and end
of unzipping/rezipping were enlarged for clarity. The extensions of fully zipped and unzipped DNA were marked as dashed horizontal lines. (A) Unzipping
of non-Me DNA. (B) Unzipping of 5mC DNA. (C) Rezipping of non-Me DNA. (D) Rezipping of 5mC DNA. (E) The probability of rezipping for 5mC
DNA as a function of applied force. The error bars were the standard deviations obtained from four molecules.

the DNA constant-force unzipping experiments using four
molecules for each of non-Me DNA and 5mC DNA and ob-
tained consistent time-courses (Supplementary Figure S5).

After the DNA hairpin fully unzipping at the high force
of 25.0 pN, we dropped to lower forces to study the time-
courses of DNA rezipping at 150 mM NaCl and 22◦C un-
der constant forces (Figure 3C, D). We found the non-Me
DNA rezipped at constant forces in the range of 17.6–16.4
pN (Figure 3C), hopping between metastable states both at
the beginning and end of rezipping. However, 5mC DNA
rezipped at the constant forces in the range of 10.0–8.6 pN
(much lower than the rezipping forces for non-Me DNA) in
a one-step manner (Figure 3D). During the 60-second hold-
ing time of each constant force, whether 5mC DNA might
rezip or not showed a strong stochastic phenomenon. The
5mC DNA might rezip at the higher force of 10.0 pN but
might not rezip at the lower force of 8.6 pN (Figure 3D). We
performed the rezipping experiments at each constant force
25 times for each 5mC DNA molecule in the range of 8.4–
10.4 pN. At each constant force, the experiments using four
molecules yielded the average and error bar in the probabil-
ity of DNA rezipping (number of rezipping events divided
by number of total events) which showed strong stochastics
(Figure 3E). For 5mC DNA, the much lower rezipping force
and the stochastic one-step rezipping time-courses were in
line with a picture that 5mC caused a high kinetic barrier in
rezipping after fully unzipped, and the 5mC DNA required
much lower rezipping forces to overcome the barrier. Once
overcome the kinetic barrier, the 5mC DNA rezipped fast
due to the low forces far from the equilibrium and 5mC sta-
bilized dsDNA. We repeated the DNA constant-force rezip-
ping experiments using four molecules for each of non-Me
DNA and 5mC DNA and obtained consistent time-courses
(Supplementary Figure S6).

In hysteresis measurements, we found the effects of 5mC
were weaker at higher concentrations of MgCl2 (Figure
2H) and higher temperatures (Figure 2L). The hysteresis in
the unzipping and rezipping cycle of 5mC DNA decreased
from ∼5265 pN·nm at 150 mM NaCl and 22◦C to ∼3948
pN·nm at 100 mM MgCl2 and 36◦C (Supplementary Fig-
ure S7). To test whether 5mC still hinders DNA hybridiza-
tion at 150 mM NaCl, 100 mM MgCl2 and 36◦C, we re-
peated the constant-force DNA unzipping and rezipping

experiments at this salt and temperature condition (Sup-
plementary Figure S8). We obtained similarly unzipping
time-courses (Supplementary Figure S8A, B). The non-Me
DNA hopped between metastable states at both the begin-
ning and end of unzipping. The 5mC DNA hopped between
metastable states at the beginning but couldn’t rezip af-
ter fully rezipped. We also obtained similar rezipping time-
courses (Supplementary Figure S8C, D). The non-Me DNA
hopped between metastable states while the 5mC DNA
rezipped in a one-step manner at much lower forces. For
5mC DNA, we performed rezipping experiments at each
constant force 25 times for each molecule (four molecules
in all) in the range of 12.8–14.9 pN and calculated the prob-
ability of DNA rezipping which showed strong stochas-
tics (Supplementary Figure S8E). Thus, 5mC also hindered
DNA hybridization at this high salt and high temperature
condition.

To verify the effects of 5mC on DNA unzipping and
rezipping under constant forces (Figure 3 and Supplemen-
tary Figures S5, S6 and S8) were not caused by the acciden-
tal specific DNA sequence, we performed the constant-force
experiments using another 502-bp DNA sequence and ob-
tained similarly unzipping/rezipping time-courses (Supple-
mentary Figures S9 and S10). For this new DNA sequence,
the non-Me DNA hopped between multiple metastable
states during unzipping and rezipping. The 5mC DNA,
however, couldn’t rezip after fully unzipping unless much
lower forces were applied where it rezipped stochastically in
a one-step manner.

MD simulations reveal that 5mC slows down DNA hybridiza-
tion

To understand the mechanism of why 5mC hinders DNA
hybridization, we performed all-atom MD simulations.
First, we performed five independent MD simulations and
calculated the mean hybridization time which was defined
as the mean time when the H-bond distances all reached
within 3 Å for non-Me DNA and 5mC DNA, respectively
(Figure 4A). The hybridization time of 5mC DNA (230 ± 85
ns) was significantly longer than that of non-Me DNA
(72 ± 31 ns). This result showed a similar trend to the
MT measurements, suggesting that our simulations repro-
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Figure 4. The 5mC slowed down DNA hybridization revealed by MD sim-
ulations. (A) The average H-bond distance as a function of the MD simu-
lation time from five independent MD trajectories. The dash lines donated
the H-bond distance of the folded state. The average and standard devia-
tion of the time to fold (� ) obtained from five independent MD trajectories
were donated. (B) The lifetime landscapes of different states versus H-bond
distance and stacking energy. Here, the H-bond distance and stacking en-
ergy were the average values for the last four base pairs. The bins used in
our calculations were 0.5 Å for the H-bond distance and 0.5 kcal/mol for
the stacking energy. The stars denote the initial unfolded structure and red
regions denoted the folded state. Here, U stood for the initial unfolded state
with H-bond distance of ∼21 Å for non-Me DNA and 5mc DNA; I1 and
I2 stood for the intermediate states with the H-bond distances of ∼8 Å
and ∼5 Å for non-Me DNA; mI1, mI2, and mI3 stood for the intermedi-
ate states with the H-bond distances of ∼13, ∼11 and ∼6 Å for 5mc DNA.
(C) The lifetimes and the sketch structures for different intermediate states
during hybridization. Here, the filled circles denoted the additional CH3
and the empty circles denoted the T–T mismatches. (D) The normalized
probability of the distances of C5 atoms of cytosines (olive) and methy-
lated cytosines (magenta) from their respective equilibrium positions in the
folded states. The cytosines numbered 5 and 10 were defined in (B).

duced the experimental results that 5mC kinetically hin-
dered DNA hybridization.

To reveal why 5mC slows down DNA hybridization, we
built the lifetime landscapes of different states including the
initial unfolded state, partially folded intermediate states
and the folded states. To build a lifetime landscape, we em-
ployed two coordinates: one was the average distance be-
tween the H-bond atomic pairs of the last four base pairs
per base pair (Figure 1E), and the other was the stacking
energy of the last four base pairs (22,55,56). Here, we calcu-
lated the stacking energy using the AMBER package (22)
according to Ref (57). Note that the H-bond distance was
∼21 Å for the initial unfolded state and ∼3.1 Å for the ulti-
mate folded state.

As shown in Figure 4B, compared with non-Me DNA,
the hybridization process of 5mC DNA involved intermedi-
ate states which had long lifetimes, especially the mI3 state
with the H-bond distance of ∼5.5 Å and the stacking en-
ergy of ∼–35 kcal/mol. The long-lived intermediate states
in the hybridization process of 5mC DNA slowed down
DNA hybridization. Next, we examined the structures to
explore why these intermediate states during the hybridiza-
tion of 5mC DNA have long lifetimes. As shown in Fig-
ure 4C, the long-lived intermediate structures of 5mC DNA
generally had less formed base pairs and fewer single-strand
self-stacks around the methylated cytosines, especially for
mI2 and mI3, which had very close H-bond distances to the
folded state with visibly disordered base stacks. This result
suggested that the 5mC would lead to long-lived interme-
diate states close to the folded state in the H-bond length
while such state had visibly disordered stacks around the
methylated cytosines.

Why did 5mC bring the intermediate states with visibly
disordered stacks and a long lifetime? First, we analyzed the
effect of 5mC on C–G base pairing. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 4B, CH3 should not affect the C–G base-pairing since
CH3 was beside the base-pairing interface and H atoms
in CH3 had only too low positive charges (∼0.1e for H
atom in CH3) to form a hydrogen bond with highly neg-
atively charged O and N atoms. Second, we analyzed the
change in local atom-charge distribution due to 5mC. We
found that the H atom bonded to the C5 atom replaced
by CH3 slightly decreased the charge of the group of C5
and its bonded atoms from –0.3 e to –0.2 e, i.e. the total
charge of C5 and H atoms was ∼–0.3 e for cytosine and
that of C5 and CH3 atoms was ∼–0.2 e. Thus, 5mC did
not bring significant change in the local charge of the C5-
bonded group. Third, we analyzed the change in local atom
excluded volume due to 5mC. We found that the H atom
bonded to C5 with a radius of 1.46 Å was replaced by the
CH3 group with a large effective radius (the summation of
the radii of C and H atoms in CH3 is about 3.37 Å), suggest-
ing a stronger excluded volume effect caused by the 5mC.
Fourth, we examined the position fluctuation of C5 atoms
of cytosines for non-Me DNA and 5mC DNA in a folded
state and found that C5 atoms of methylated cytosines were
suppressed more strongly than those of non-methylated cy-
tosines (Figure 4D). Therefore, based on the above analyses,
the slowed DNA hybridization of 5mC DNA may be mainly
caused by the increased excluded volume effect due to the
additional CH3.
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Figure 5. Larger ‘H’ atoms on the C5 atoms of cytosines slowed down
DNA hybridization revealed by MD simulations. (A) Illustration of artifi-
cial cytosines with ‘H’ atoms whose radii were adjustable. The radii of ar-
tificial atoms increased from the left to the right. (B) The average H-bond
distance as a function of the simulation time starting from the unfolded
state for the hybridization of three model DNAs with three artificial cy-
tosines, respectively. Three independent MD trajectories for each model
DNA were donated in different colors. The dashed line was the H-bond
distance at the folded state. (C) The hybridization time for non-Me DNA,
5mC DNA, and three model DNAs with artificial cytosines. The error bars
denoted the standard deviations obtained from three different MD trajec-
tories.

Larger ‘H’ atoms on C5 of cytosine slow down DNA hy-
bridization revealed by MD simulations

To verify the above-proposed effect of excluded volume of
CH3 on DNA hybridization, we designed a model DNA
system to perform additional MD simulations. In the model
DNA system, each H atom bonded to C5 atoms in cytosines
was replaced by an artificial ‘H’ atom with a larger radius,
and the charge of the artificial ‘H’ atom was kept the same
as that of the H atom (Figure 5A). Namely, the model DNA
system was completely the same as non-Me DNA including
atom charge distribution, only except for the adjustable ra-
dius of the ‘H’ atom bonded to C5 in cytosines. Thus, this
model DNA system could not only help to verify the ex-

cluded volume effect of the CH3 but also distinguish the
effect of atom charges on DNA hybridization. If the in-
crease of the radii of the artificial atoms slowed the model
DNA hybridization, the slower hybridization of 5mC DNA
would be mainly caused by the excluded volume effect of
CH3, otherwise, the atom charge-related electrostatic inter-
actions would play an important role. Specifically, in our
all-atom MD simulations for the model system, the van der
Waals radii � of the artificial ‘H’ atom bonded with the C5
atom in each cytosine were set as 1.91, 3.37 and 3.59Å, re-
spectively, and these values corresponded to the values of
�C, �C+�H and �C+(�C+�H)/2, where �C (∼1.91 Å) and
�H (∼1.46 Å) were the van der Waals radii of C atoms
and H atoms. Correspondingly, the three model DNAs were
named C′-DNA, C′′-DNA and C′′′-DNA, respectively (Fig-
ure 5A).

As shown in Figure 5B, the mean hybridization times of
C′-DNA, C′′-DNA and C′′′-DNA were ∼118, ∼195 and
∼290 ns, i.e. the hybridization times of the model DNAs
increased apparently with the increase of radii of the ar-
tificial ‘H’ atoms. This result indicated that the larger ex-
cluded volume of the artificial ‘H’ atoms visibly slowed
down the hybridization of model DNAs. Combined with
the results of non-Me DNA and 5mC DNA, the hy-
bridization times of the stimulated DNAs generally in-
creased monotonically with the radius of the atom or
atom group bonded to C5 in cytosines (Figure 5C). More-
over, the role of atom-charge-related electrostatic interac-
tions was excluded from our all-atom MD simulations for
the model DNAs where only the atom exclusion effect
was changed and the atom charge distribution was com-
pletely kept the same as non-Me DNA. Therefore, it was
the steric hindrance of CH3 that played a major role in
slowing DNA hybridization rather than the electrostatic
effects.

To further confirm electrostatic effects were not the major
cause of 5mC kinetically hindering DNA hybridization, we
performed MD simulations at a high salt condition of 150
mM NaCl and 100 mM MgCl2 where the electrostatic ef-
fects were further reduced by neutralization of the negative
charges of DNA (Supplementary Figure S11A). We found
that 5mC increased the hybridization time from 69 ± 28 to
208 ± 57 ns, consistent with that 5mC increased the hy-
bridization time from 72 ± 31 to 230 ± 85 ns at 150 mM
NaCl (Supplementary Figure S11B). Thus, electrostatic ef-
fects were unlikely to be the major cause of 5mC kinetically
hindering DNA hybridization.

DISCUSSION

In eukaryotes, 5mC is the most frequent DNA methylation
playing versatile biological roles. Despite extensive studies
on how 5mC stabilizes dsDNA, the effects of 5mC on the
kinetics of DNA melting and hybridization are still unclear.
By stretching a 502-bp long DNA hairpin in MT experi-
ments, we characterized the effects of 5mC on the kinetics
of DNA unzipping and rezipping at various salt, temper-
ature and force conditions using force-scanning cycles. We
found that 5mC increased the unzipping force but counter-
intuitively decreased the rezipping force. The hysteresis in
unzipping-rezipping cycles was increased by over 5-fold at
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constant loading rates of ±0.5 pN/S (Figure 2). Further-
more, we measured the effects of 5mC on DNA unzipping
under constant forces near the equilibrium and found 5mC
increased the equilibrium force by ∼2 pN (Figure 3A-B). As
unzipping of each DNA base pair increased the extension
for ∼ 1 nm at ∼20 pN, we obtained that 5mC increased the
DNA thermal stabilities by ∼2 pN·nm (∼8 kBT) per base
pair, which was consistent with previous thermal melting
experiments (18–20).

We believe the increase of hysteresis mainly due to 5mC
slows down DNA hybridization rather than DNA melt-
ing based on the following experimental results. First, 5mC
increased the unzipping force but decreased the rezipping
force in unzipping-rezipping cycles (Figures 2C, G and K).
The decrease in rezipping force by 5mC was contradictory
to the knowledge that 5mC stabilizes dsDNA, which may
be caused by 5mC kinetically hindering DNA hybridiza-
tion. Second, fitting the unzipping force and rezipping force
as linear functions of log([MgCl2]/1 M) and temperature,
5mC DNA and non-Me DNA had similar slopes for unzip-
ping force but had significantly different slopes for rezip-
ping force (Figure 2G and K). Third, in the unzipping-
rezipping cycles, the standard deviations of rezipping forces
for 5mC DNA were remarkably larger than that for non-
Me DNA (Figures 2C, G and K), which implied that 5mC
raised the barrier in DNA hybridization and thus made
DNA hybridization more stochastic. Fourth, under con-
stant forces, the 5mC DNA couldn’t rezip after fully un-
zipped (Figure 3B) unless a much lower force was applied
where it rezipped stochastically in a one-step manner (Fig-
ure 3D). The much lower rezipping force and the one-step
rezipping manner of 5mC DNA could be explained by that
5mC kinetically hindered the nucleation of a dsDNA seg-
ment from the unfolded ssDNA, thus much lower forces
were required to accelerate the speed of nucleation. Once the
initial dsDNA nucleus formed at these much lower forces,
5mC DNA rezipped very fast exhibiting the one-step man-
ner.

We explored the underlying mechanism of why 5mC
slowed down DNA hybridization by MD simulations at 150
mM NaCl. First, we reproduced the experimental results
that the hybridization time of 5mC DNA was significantly
longer than that of non-Me DNA (Figure 4A). When we
looked into the lifetime landscapes and the structures of in-
termedia states during DNA hybridization, we found that
5mC led to long-lived intermediate states close to the folded
state in the H-bond length while such states had visibly dis-
ordered single-stranded stacks around the methylated cy-
tosines (Figure 4B, C). As 5mC does not bring significant
changes in C–G base-pairing and the local charge distribu-
tion near the methylated cytosine, we supposed that the in-
creased excluded volume effect of the additional CH3 might
slow down DNA hybridization. To test our hypothesis of
volume effect, we designed several model DNA systems
where one H atom bonded to C5 atoms of cytosines was
replaced by an ‘H’ with adjustable radii. We found the hy-
bridization times of the model DNAs increased monoton-
ically with the radii of the adjustable ‘H’ atoms (Figure 5).
Our hypothesis of volume effect rather than electrostatic ef-
fect was confirmed by MD simulations at the high salt con-
dition of 150 mM NaCl and 100 mM MgCl2, where the neg-

ative charges of DNA were further neutralized. At this high
salt condition, the hybridization time of 5mC DNA was also
significantly longer than that of non-Me DNA (Supplemen-
tary Figure S11). In summary, through MD simulations on
non-Me DNA, 5mC DNA, and several model DNAs, we
found that due to the steric hindrance of the additional CH3
of cytosines, it became difficult for bulky methylated bases
to correctly stack with their neighbors during hybridiza-
tion, which would extend the hybridization time of 5mC
DNA.

There were both the same and different points between
MT experiments and MD simulations. First, the lengths of
DNA were different. In MT experiments, we used a 502-
bp long hairpin. However, it was technically impossible
to simulate such a long hairpin utilizing current comput-
ing capability. Thus, we simulated a 4-bp DNA sequence
CAGT/ACTG containing all four kinds of nucleotides at
each strand. MT experiments showed the nucleation of ∼40
bp rezipped DNA (enlarged view of Figure 3C and Sup-
plementary Figure S12) while MD simulation showed the
nucleation of 4-bp rezipped DNA. Second, the time scales
were different. Due to the low frame rate of the CCD cam-
era, MT experiments only captured the intermediate states
that had lifetimes longer than 0.1 s while MD simulations
captured the intermediate states that had lifetimes in the
time scale of ns. The MT experiments lasted for hours but
MD simulations only lasted for less than one millisecond
to observe the kinetics during DNA hybridization. The dif-
ferent time scales could be explained by that longer DNA
hairpins required longer times to be hybridized, which was
revealed by high-frequency optical tweezers (58). Third, the
complementary ssDNA strands were under force in MT ex-
periments while they were free of force in MD simulations.
To test whether force would change our results of MD simu-
lations, we performed unzipping and rezipping simulations
with force using a 2-bp sequence CA/TG (Supplementary
Figure S13). In simulations, we kept the folded DNA hair-
pin through a set of increasing constant forces where the
hairpin unzipped and the unzipping force was recorded.
Then, we kept the unfolded DNA hairpin through the same
set of decreasing constant forces where the hairpin rezipped
and the rezipping force was recorded. Under each constant
force, we kept the DNA hairpin for 150 ns. Consistent with
MT experiments, we found that 5mC increased the unzip-
ping force but decreased the rezipping force in MD simu-
lations. In all, despite the differences between MT experi-
ments and MD simulations, both methods found 5mC ki-
netically hindered DNA hybridization and MD simulations
revealed 5mC hindered DNA hybridization due to steric
effects rather than electrostatic effects caused by the addi-
tional CH3 groups.

It is previously revealed that the modifications of DNA
not only changed the stabilities of dsDNA but also af-
fected the kinetics of DNA melting and hybridization.
Using decametric mixed-sequence oligonucleotides, Sabahi
et. al reported that despite stabilized dsDNA, propyl-
and methoxyethyl-modification of oligonucleotides slowed
down hybridization with its complementary unmodified
oligonucleotides, which might be due to high preorgani-
zation in these modified oligonucleotides (59). They also
reported that positively-charged aminopropyl-modification
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stabilized short dsDNA and accelerated DNA hybridiza-
tion (59). Shi et al. and Liu et al. revealed that 6mA modi-
fication selectively slowed down RNA hybridization while
minimally impacting the rate of melting, which was ex-
plained by the rapid interchange between Watson–Crick
anti-6mA/U or mismatch-like syn-6mA/U base pairs, com-
bined with different syn:anti isomer preferences of 6mA
when paired (∼1:100) versus unpaired (∼10:1) (60,61).
Sanstead et al. reported that 5mC stabilized 10-bp short
dsDNA and slightly reduced the energy barrier in heat-
induced melting (62). They also reported 5hmC and 5fC
destabilized the 10-bp short dsDNA and reduced the bar-
rier in melting.

Shi et al. and Liu et al. revealed that the effects of 6mA
on RNA hybridization and melting were different (60,61).
Here, we found the effects of 5mC on DNA hybridization
and melting might be different also. Our results that 5mC
slows down DNA hybridization are not conflicting with pre-
vious results that 5mC slightly reduced the energy barrier
in DNA melting (62). The different kinetics of DNA un-
zipping and rezipping implied different transition pathways.
The structure of dsDNA was relatively fixed, and thus un-
zipping of dsDNA had less long-lived intermediate states.
At constant forces, the 502-bp long DNA hairpin could
overcome the barriers and fully unzip in about 100 seconds
near the equilibrium (Figure 3A, B). However, the structure
of ssDNA was relatively flexible and the interactions inside
the ssDNA stands could bring barriers to DNA rezipping.
At constant forces, the DNA could not overcome the bar-
riers after fully rezipped unless lower forces were applied
to speed up rezipping (Figure 3C-D). Our MD simulations
also revealed long-lived intermediate states with disordered
stacks that slowed down DNA hybridization (Figure 5C).
DNA unzipping and rezipping play essential roles during
the processes of replication and transcription. It was re-
ported that replication (63) and transcription (64) reached
high speeds of ∼50 nt/s. At such high speeds, slowing down
DNA hybridization by 5mC may affect replication and tran-
scription, which calls for further systematic studies.
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